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Chuck Fizer has
left his position as
vice president, cor·
porate developmem,
at Penta Systems.
There was no offi·
cial explanation for
the deparrurc after nine months in the
position, but we ~Iieve it had to do
with differences of opinion among top
managers. No replacemem has been
named. Nor is it clear if the directions
in which Chuck was planning to take
the company will be altered.

[[]

Charlie rmg, cofounder of Atex, has
been elected to the board of directors
of Information International. Also
added to the board were Ralph Roth
and Leroy Bell. Roth had served as
vi~ president,.technology, of KnightRidder un~. hiS retirement last year_
BeU, who Jomed Triplc-I in 1973 as
wCste~ regional sales manager, has
been ~ce president of CUStomer suppon smce 1979.
Xyvision has appointed Wendy
Wheeler vice Presiclent of marketing
and Jeffrey Crown director of market
development for the Contex line of
color systems
_. Wheeler, a 10-year veteran. of P~e Computer, had been
servmg as Vice president and general
m.~~er of the Organization for IndllStn
cscarch, a smaU software company owned by Prime. With Prime she
' 'g
had been vice president of markenn
and technical suppon, managing a 250person department and $47 mill'
nual budget.
Ion anCrown
dh
jO~ed Xyvision in 1989
an as served m sales and sales managemen~ capacities for the Contex line
He earlier held sales positions with .
scve~ companies in the Pittsburgh
~ ~IUding McDonneU Douglas
ere e managed national and I~
salc:s of c0r.nputer-integrated manufactIlnng eqwpment and software.
Charles Bcrnitz h
'.
as been appointed
executive Vice president and general
.
manager of Scltcx E

and marketing . H e WI·u repon to Ar'
Rosenfeld, who retains the role f Ie .
dent and CEO of Scitcx E
0 presl.
urope.
SCltcx · Europe also announ ced two
.
o th er appomtments. Gerard F
h ".
Ourruer
as Jomed as Vice president of sales H
comes from Agfa Compugraphic, . e
where h~ was European sales and markenng director. Walter Wacs has been
pro moted to the position of vice preside~t, product development, within
SCltex Europe. He previollSly was director of product marketing. Both
Fourruer and Waes will repon to
Bemitz.
All~ AlIf~rd has joined Mycro-1ek
as vice president of finance and chief
financial officer. He previously was corporate treasurer at Westrac Investments_

MIDllnfonnation Logistics Group
has hired Pamela Gennusa as a consultant_ She comes from Datalogics, for
which MID is the European distributor. She will specialize in SGML and
CAI.S applications. Pam is a mem~r of
the ANSI and ISO working groups,
which created and review the standard
for SGML. She currently chairs the
DoD CAI.S Electronic Publishing Commince.

APT offers new
Chameleon proofer
B R-hy 'Persian supports Cora
Applied Publishing Technologies .
(APT) is offering a new, less expenSive
version of its Chameleon proofing.5Y.stern. caUed the Baby Chameleon, It IS
based on a DeU 210 PC (a 12-M~
'286) and a QMS PS-410 PostScnpt
printer.
. a1'
It provides the same function Iry
as me full system, but it supports only
Cora input.
Introduced at the Graph Expo
$9 995
show in New York, it costs ,
,

~O:US~I~y~~~~ed~~~
. ~uro~~pe~.~H~e~p~rcv~I·~g~th~c~pc~
, :th::e~p:r:in:t~er~
, ~l~O__OCor~
as Vice
president of sales _ _~~in~C~IU~din~
fionts an
d aU so ftw
are.
_
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Interleaf 5:
A Complete Overhaul of TPS
This article presmts a1l averview of Interleaf 's announcement af its
neIV In terleaf 5 tech>wlogy Octaber 3 at the Seybald Camputer
Pubitshmg Canference. Althaug h it looks much like TPS Interleaf
5 is a radical departurefor the CQ1tlpa1ly. RP..ther tha1l :..a.ely add
features ta TPS, Interleaf has takC1l it apart and constructed a sct
af programmable '>wdules that may be tied together in a variay af
IVays and may be accessed by users or ather vemiors. A central
CQ1tlpa1lC1lt af all af the modules is the ability ta tailor any aspect af
the system--evm ta pragram a document ta do certain thi,ws
rvtthaut operator mtervC1ltion, IVhat Interleaf calls "active dom ments<' . In "",!-itim'! several key changes ta the underiyi'w
compasttwn erWlne rvtll m abie b,terleaf ta bring its safhvare inta
alignmmt lVith comemporary operating C1Ivinmments. Ta publish
the infimnation in a timely f ashion, IVe prepared this story in
ad)'ance, based an visits ta Interlea!
NTERLEAF'S Technical Publishing Software (TPS) has
been the leading publishing software for U nix workstations for several years, but in the past year or so the
company's stature has diminished. Its desktop programsInterleaf 5 In OpenWinclowo aMroameDt. Interleaf's new softImerleaf Publisher for PCS and Macintoshes-have both sold ware
looks much like TPS, but key changes were made beneath the
sluggishly and did not establish Imerleaf in the mass market surface. Here it is running inside Sun's X-based windowing technolthe way it had hoped. At the same time, the company has been ogy, OpcnWmdows, although it docs not yet make use of the Open
undergoing a rough transition from selling the rurnkey systems Look user intcmce.
that were once its core business to selling just software and
services, such as consulting, training and support.
level of software across aU of its platforms and, starting next
Interleaf faced several problems. First, its unique combi- r ear, to offer products that comply with other graphical user
nation of a fast WYSIWYG text editor and superior graphics mterfaces.
editors were no longer sufficient differentiators in the market.
One of Interleaf 5's distinguishing traits is its support for
Its workstation software sales remained strong, but the "active documents." In rebuilding its software, Interleaf has
competition in the PC and Mac markets foreshadowed rising made every component of a document, both text and graphics,
competition on the Unix front. As FrameMaker, Ventura and an object that may have programmable attributes. We wrote
other competitors advanced from the low end, Interleaf needed about lnterleaf 's active documents concept when it was
a product that was immediately recogniz.able as more advanced introduced at the Seybold Seminars last March (see Vol. 19, No.
than its competition. At the same time, its advanced fearures 14) . With the introduction of Interleaf 5, this fearure is now
realized in a product.
had to be valuable to customers.
In one sense, Interleaf 5 is Interleaf 's seventh major
Another issue Interleaf faced was its user interface. The
desktop it created in the early 1980s-before graphical user release to TPS in eight years. From that point of view, Interleaf
interfaces were generaUy available for computers-has become 5 is TPS 5.O-TPS as we know it with the addition of some
a liability in the general software marketplace, where applica- programming extensions.
At first glance, there is little in Interleaf 5 to differentiate
tions arc now expected to follow the graphical user interface
supplied by the computer manufacturer. Thus, at the same it from TPS 4.0. But a closer examination reveals fundamental,
time that Interleaf needed sophistication, it needed a product underlying differences in the new code. According to Steve
that was consistent, from users' standpoints, with other Pelletier, Interleaf 's chief technical officer, the guts of TPS
were overhauled more in this release than in any other. There
applications they might run on their computer desktops.
lnterleaf 's answer was to peel apart much of its TPS are three main areas in which the overhaul is significant:
product and create a toolkit from which software applications • ModuUar IIrcmtem.re. Intcrlcaf is calling 1nterleaf 5 an
open architecture, but "open" means many different things
may be built. The toolkit fits Interleaf 's view of its role in the
to different people. In Interleaf 5, the architecture is a
industry-it must broaden its services at the same time that it
modular system that is programmable at every level, aUowfocuses on solving specific industry and customer problems.
ing it to run on a variety of hardware and software platforms
The toolkit also will enable Interlcaf to ofrer a consistent base
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Interlcaf's engine is composed of discrete
objects that may be pieced togcther-and
extendcd-through LISP.

and to be tightly coupled with many application programs.
~t IS th~ first ~ublishing product that was designed for
integrating. pubhshing-specific functions with other applications all dnven from a document model. And it is one of the
~ew on the market that offer a built-in language and
Interpreter for attaching scripts to objects within a document or documents as a whole. Other programs arc
extendible, but few, if any, offer the breadth of progranunabiJity found in Interlcaf 5.
• Ptmt lIrcm.tecture. Interleaf has scrapped its bitmapped font
approach In favor of an outline-based technology that will
be pa~ of alll,nterieaf 5-based ~roducts. Initially, it is relying
on Bltstream s Speedo, but It has made provisions for
supporting. other ~om outlining technology. The outlining
allows arbitrary SIZing of fonts and their display on the
screen.
• Windo/vino/user inter/IIU. The user interface rewrite is
pe~haps ~he. most difficult of all, which is why it was not
~mshed m.tlme for the show. Interlcafhas always relied on
Its own Windowing manager-even when running within
ano~er graphical wmdowing environment. Now it is
cuttmg the cord between engine and display, relying as
much. as poSSible on external system software for window
func~ons. In its initial release, Interlcaf 5 is an X application,
runnmg on top of X Window with the TPS interface. By
next year, lnterleaf Will have made it possible to invoke one
of ~everal user Interfaces from the same engine, enabling it
to Introduce Motif, Open Look and Macintosh interface
products in 1991, with Presentation Manager a possibility
for 1992.
. From a hardware perspective, the Interleaf 5 engine is
bemg ot:ered on Sun:, DEC, mM, Apollo and HP Unix
workstatlo~s, mM -compatible PCs under MS-DOS and the
Apple ~acmtosh. However, the uSP extensions that tweak
th~ engme and documents to user requirements need only be
wntten .on~e because: the USP interpreter supplied as part of
the engme IS the same across all of the platforms.

EateriDJ ~cw territory. The major overhauls in these
areas ~esult m a fundamentally new product for Interleafhe:~ce: Its new name. But Interleaf 5 has close ties to TPS 4 0

wh!ch IS why Interleaf stayed with the number 5. After loo~ ,
at It, we sec Interl~af 5 as one of a new class of publishing
products. Part engme, part development environmen~ p~
end-user packagc:s--m total we can only dcsc 'be .
. d
.'
n It as the
aCtIve . ocument environment from which a famjly of roducts
are being developed to meet general horizontal a ). .
and specific vertical market solutions.
pp lCations
Yes, Interleaf can still offer a shrink-wrapped od
p~ Uct
targeted at a mass audience. And it is introducin
uch
packages at the Conference. But we think it f:ar mgo scvl·ekr I sth
. . 'al d
d fi
re ley at
JrUtI
eman or the product will come from h'gh I
bl' h I '
I -vo ume
corpor~te pu h~s ers ooking for systems that do more than put
text an grap les on pages. Evenrually, as VARs and even end
users grow accustomed to creating active documents and
4

personalized publishing software, Interleaf could penetrate th
mass market witJ:! an Interleaf 5-based product. The look an~
fun~onallty of I~ PC ~d Macmtosh versions, not due out
until next year, Will be critical to Its success in the mass rna k
For now, we view Interleaf5 as a general-purpose t~~r
from which Inte~leaf,. o~er deve~opers, VARs and sOPhiSti~
cated end users will budd information management tools. It is
almost like a database manager in .that the vendor provides
basIC software to end users from which other applications may
be denved, then offers as a servICe custom-built solutions.
Unlike . most publishing software, Interleaf 5 has the
potential to mteract closely with other applications. By this we
mean more than Just ftIt~rs t!'at allow cutting and pasting
tween documents, or live links that dynamically bring in
~ormanon. The recent trend at the high end of the market
IS to develo~ publishing tools that interact directly with a
database, which opens new dimensions to the term electronic
publishing.
. If Interle:U.were new to the market, we would probably
begm by descnbmg the core engine oflnterleaf 5. But we now
presume that most of our readers have at least a passing
acquamtance With Interleaf TPS. Basically the engine has all
ofth e TPS fun Ctlonal
.
. Just
. ' constructed differ.
code; now It'S
ently. We'll discuss in detail its new underlying construction,
~oUowed by an overview of the new features, a glimpse of what
It may look like to an end user and a discussion of how it is
bemg packaged, marketed and sold.

?c

Interleaf 5's construction

~ular architecture.

At lmerleaf 5's core is an engine of
m
es programmed in C. As with previous lmerleaf produ'd, these modules are optimized as much as possible for
pe h0r;ance Without being tied to specific operating systems
?r ar ware. But unlike previous versions Imerleaf 5's engine
IS composed fd "
,
o Iscrete objects that may be pieced together~d extended-through Interleaf's LISP-based programming
guage. ~ereas the code for activating and displaying the
engme functions (h&j
. .
I
also '
.
, pagination, graphics, etc.) was former y
.
. d WI'th the engme,
.
. I merIeaf
5 thwntten
od U1 C and
. mtertwme
m
e c. e that aCtIvates the engine is LISP. Essentially, all of
th' e engme
compo
th
.
'ff,
have been
.
nents at were preViously very dl er~nt
com
uruHed mto programmable objects. Each engm e
r<,>nentb(obJCct) has its own class and may have unique
beh aVlors
Ut th f: th
.
class mak~ it e . act at all are subsets of the master object
of th
POSSible to program actions that affect all layers
e system.
In fact all eng'
b'
.
b'
me 0 JCcts are now viewed as LISP 0 JectS.
Interleaf ' Ii
5-b d supp es a LISP interprcter as part of every Interleaf
"
.
has ase
d eproduct
. ' The cntJcal
difference
between what Inter Iea f
that eOXnt ~Ith Interleaf 5 and what Quark did with Xpress is
enSlons w .
d
the sou
od ntten to Interlcaf 5 do not become we to
rce c e L I S P '
·th · the
extensIOns act on objects WI m
system without
oWing what the underlying code IS at all.
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Two-pase .u.p1aJ. Using Bitstream's Spccdo technology, Intcrlcaf 5 scales the page display to arbitrary sizes.

"!"he engine componentr-h&j, pagination, several graph.
ICS editors, font resource, translators, etc.--are functionally not
that different from what is available in TPS 4.0, although there
are new fearures. Interlcaf has solved most of the problems of
combining text and graphics on the page, and it has done so
in a way that is extremely fast and flexible. Thus, all of the
compound document eclitor fearures that it is known for arc
still present.
But by breaking the engine into accessible modules,
Interleaf now makes it possible to insert external code that
executes on the way into or out of one of these modules.
For example, one third-party developer is working on a
hyphenation module for Interleaf 5. It will plug into the
system at the engine level, so that the user will see no difference
in the way the system behaves, but the composition might
make better breaks in the new module, which uses ranked
preferential hyphenation points.
Other extensions could be written to create a customerconfigured eclitor- whether it be a structured editor that keeps
an author within the bounds of a predetermined outline and
style, a full compound document editor with a user's favorite
keyboard mappings or a form processor, in which a document
is used as the interface for accessing a database.
Greatl But-LISP} While the ability to extend a system and
define new object attributes. by writiri.g your own code is a
powerful feature, we wonder how many end users will feel
comfortable with LISP. The language has a rather peculiar
syntax with which relatively few progranuners (and even fewer
non-programmers) are familiar. It stands in sharp contrast to
the scripting languages, such as those in HyperCard or Excel,
that were designed for end-user programming. (Some cynies
have even wondered if Interleafs real purpose in picking LISP
was to assure itself of lots of custom-programming business.)
We suspect that users will experience some frustration in
getting up to speed with the new functionality.

Foat resource. All previous versions of Interleaf software
were based on a raster-font model that provided extremely fast
clisplay but imposed a burden in clisk space and limited most
of its versions to discrete point sizes. With Interleaf 5, Interleaf
has moved to outline-based technology that adds new functionality and decreases the program's footprint on the disk.
Initially, Bitstream's Spccdo will be built into all versions
of Interleaf 5. The LaserWriter Plus set of PostScript fonts is
the standard font set for all Interleaf 5 products, but all will
also support any additional Bitstream fonts the use'r might
purchase.
The software supports arbitrary sizing of fonts to tenths
of a point in sizes ranging from 4 to 400 points. In adclition,
the clisplay of any document may be enlarged or reduced in
single percentages ranging from 25% to 1,600% of its original
size.
For the first time, Interleaf will be offering display of
facing pages. If you scale the page small enough, you get as

many as eight pages on the screen at one time in slightly larger
than thumbnail size. No matter what size, the dociUncnt is still
fully eclitable, and text is never greeked, even when its size
makes it virtually illegible.
In page demonstrations we saw, zooming in or out
incurred quite a performance hit as the font was rasterized.
Once the font was in RAM, use of that size was quite fast:
One disappointment is that because its display technology cannot show more than two pages in a horizontal row, the
thumbnail view places all of the pages in the left side of the
window, leaving part of the right side empty. IfInterlcafwere
able to clisplay more pages horizontally, the thumbnail view
could show up to 16 pages at a time.
Another limitation is that the pages must be contiguous.
There is no way to clisplay pages 1 and 16 side by side, for
example.
Significantly, Interlcaf has planned to make use of the
font resources of operating environments that handle fonts .
Thus, it plarLS support for Adobe Type Manager, and it could
support other outline technologies (TrueType, Folio) that
might become significant in the market.
Why not rely on font resource managers in X Window
and othcr Unix environments available today? Interlcaf decided that rather than offer different font capabilities on
different platforms, it would offer a consistent font capability
across all of its Interlcaf 5-based products. The use of Specdo
on all platforms will enable it to provide drivers for PostScript,
Impress, mM AFP, LcafScript and PeL 4 that permit Interlcaf
5 users to prim to any device that supports one of those page
description languages-with full confidence that what was
created on the screen will be rendered on paper or film.
Assuming the printer supports downloadable fonts, the user
also need not worry if the fonts chosen arc resident within the
printer.
Interleaf is not abandoning customers that drive devices
that do not support downloadable fonts. Support for Triplc-I,
Compugraphic 8000 series and Monotypc rypcsctters is still
offered with Interleaf 5.
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Reriaion tracking. Now a standard engine fcatur
revision tracking traces edits to tat and graphics ' ~
tracks who mad(: the: edits, when and in what venio ' It
.
no f
the document. Top: Th e attnbutes in the component's
property sheet. Bottom: The style of edit tracing is set in
the property sheet of the document version.

The dlaplayand 11K!' interface. Ever since its first product
(remember OPS?), Interleaf's trademark has been its iconic
deskrop and popup caseading menus. Introduced in 1983, this
approach followed the Xerox Star but predated the Apple
Macintosh and the new graphical user interfaces: Windows,
Open Look and Motif. When it introduced its Macintosh and
rc Publisher products in 1987, Interleaf made a conscious
decision to offer its customer base deskrop products that were
consistent in look and feel with its Unix-based productS.
Today the marketplace has changed. It is now an accepted
fact that graphical user interfaces will be pan of the standard
operating system, although in the Unix world there are still at
least two major interfaces to contend with (Motif and Opcn
Look) . Developers. in all computer applications arc being
forced to ~dapt their programs to these graphical interfaces or
face rejection m the market. For developers who arc increasingly offering their products on multiple computers, the
burden of adaptmg the mterface to each environment is not
trivial-unless it is plarmed for in the underlying code.
Interleaf's answer will be to separate the window drawing and user ~terface aspects of its code completely from its
W?derlymg engme components. We say will, because this work
Will .not be complete until 1991. In the ftrst release, Interlcaf
5 Will make usc of X Window for displaying windows, but it
Will not offer alternauve user interfaces. For example, it
demonstrated lnterleaf 5 at the Conference running on Sun's
new Ope~Windows, . but it did not show suppon for Opcn
Look, which IS prOmised for 1991. This is a good example of
how, on the surface, Interleaf 5 looks much like TPS but
underneath there have been significant changes.
'
By next year, Interleaf will be making use of the interface
toolkits provi~ed b~ hardware vendors. The Sun Open Look
and OSF/Mouf versions of lnterleaf 5 will utilize those toolkits
and the Mac version will make use of Apple's Macintosh
Toolbox. In so domg, lnterleaf has made it possible for itself
to develop an Interleaf 5-bascd product that conforms to
whatever graphical user interface is required.
That much is not that different from what Frame did
several years ago. ~u~ lnterleaf is taking it one step further.
Be~ause l~terlea~ 5 s mterface layer is a set of progranunable
obJec:s, It IS poSSible to wnte LISP scripts that interact with the
user mte~ace mdepmdetlt of the underlying mgine code. A VAR
or sophlsucated user ~an acrually tailor the user interface of an
lnterleaf 5 product Without a source license, much as users can
create database query fonns with today's database management
products. To our knowledge, Interleaf is the ftrst vendor to
mtroduce such a user-configurable interface for a Pllblishin
product.
g
(Admittedly, it i~ more likely that Interleaf, a VAR or a
cusromer system adrnimstrator would do this customization
for . e~d users, rather than ~e end users doing it themselves.
:nus IS, after ~, pr?gramnun~ in LIsr, not HyperCard. But
m the academIC environment It is not unreasonable to ex
that clever end users will indeed make such modificatk~
themselves. )
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GraphIe property

_ea..

Diagramming objects may

now be named, and they have associated property sheets,
shown in the three dialog boxes below. By sharing

contents with another graphie of the same name, the
content and style of objects may be controUed through
the property sheets of master objects.

software. We'll describe first the most dramatic changes,
followed by a list of other noteworthy improvements.

One question that remains is how LIsr routines written
Or one environment will act in anomer (me Mac Toolbox has
different funct~ons from the Open Look toolkit). Interleaf is
~xplonng that mteraction, but not until next year will we know
ow that ISsue IS addressed . Until then one option is to put
SOme of th
·
,
F
e user mterface right into the document. or
example, Interlcaf hot buttons-in-document icons that initiate actions (compara bl e to HyperCard buttons)-are porta bl e
across all .of IntCr Iea f 5's platforms wimout any addltlo
. ' nal
progr3nlffitng.
f,

Interleaf 5 features
In addition to th· fu d
.
bo
Interleaf h e n amental changes descnbed . a vc:
as added a new set of publishing features to Its co rc

Revision control. In TPS 4.0, it is possible to initiate edit
trace to track different versions of a document, but the
info rmation that is tracked must be custom-designed by the
end user Or Interleaf. In lnterleaf 5, revision control is a basic
engine component that, when pan of the package, appears in
dle menu bar at the lOp of the document with a complete
dialog box listing all of the possible items £0 be tracked .
Through the property sheet, the user establishes the style
for tracing different types of edits--strike-through, underlines,
different colors or revision bars, for example. It is possible to
have multiple editing sessions within a single version-each of
which may have different styles-which allows different people
to edit the same version and differentiate among each other's
edits.
The system automatically tracks edits to text alld graphics
(additions and deletions), who made the change, when, on
what system and at what time.
When edits arc approved, a new version is saved, using
a hierarchical numbering scheme. The popup menu allows the
user to access any version, current or previous, at any time.
Using the Relational Document Manager (ROM), an
Interleaf product based on Oracle, it would be possible to add
further controls, such as restricting access depending on
revision level. Interleaf docs not offer Context's feature of
arbitrary display of different editing sessions (e.g., Sarah's edits
but not Bob's) unless they arc recorded as separate versions,
but, like Context, it docs maintain all of the revisions as
iterations of the same document, rather than storing them all
as separate documents . Storing multiple versions as iterations
of the same document makes it easier to trace the histoty of
changes and also saves disk space.
In general, lnterleaf 's new revision control is among the
best, if not the best, in the market. A key difference between
the revision tracking of Interleaf 5 and that of Context, which
prides itself on mis feature, is that Context stores the .rev!sion
information inside the document. In complex applications,
Interleaf tracks revisions in ROM (oJ/tside the doctltltmt ill all
Oracle database) . Context's approach is tighdy integrated with
its standard product, but it only supports certain data types.
Interleaf's standard revision control may offer less than
Context's, but through ROM it offers morc, in that it extends
the basic package to include other applications and other data
types created by products from other vendors. Interleaf also
tracks edits inside tables and graphiCS, rather than Just stonng
different versions.
Graphlc object masters. Another welcome improvement
is the addition of a property sheet for all graphic objects
created inside frames. In TPS 4.0, only the frame itself had a
property sheet. In Interleaf 5, every diagr=ing objcct may
be named, and evety object, or group of objects, within a frame
has its own property sheet. The naming of objects brings
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Interleaf's graphics into its text mode~ where each paragraph
has a name (what [nterleaf calls components, or what is
commonly known as a tag) . By nanling objects, Interleafis able
to apply the style-sheet approach to graphics as well as text.
For example, a drawing may be cteated in which one
element is repeated numerous times. Later, when a change is
made to one of those elements, it is now possible to update all
of the others automatically to refleet the change, yet still
maintain rransfonns such as stretch, shear or rotate (see photo) .
The change may be one of style (fills, colors, etc.), or it may
be content (position, rotation, addition or deletion of objects,
ctc.). This feature is a powerful addition to an already-strong
illustration system.
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The real power of Interleaf 5 is that LISP code
may be attached to objects as an attribute.

that the popup cascades across ~o the item it anticipates y~u
As if that weren't enough , there is one additional aspect
will want to pick, the palette IS mu0 faster . and more m
to the named objectS, one that is shared by all objects (text,
keeping with the interfaces of other Illustratio n products.
frames, pages and documents) . TPS 4.0 supported the use of
Like most aspects of Interleaf 5, the palette may be
"extensible objects"-those that were of an unknown data
customized by adding your own g:aphlcs to It.
type-but it was not a feature available at the user interface
level. This feature made it possible, for example, to mc1ude • /Vpe4ti"IJ column hetulers. Runrung heads and feet may
now be different for columns as well as facmg pages.
graphics in Interleaf documents for which Interleaf h?d no
filter, or to attach security levels to documents, but It did not • Multiple pllfJe-numbering streRmS. Develo ped specifi.cally
for the pharmaceutical market, thiS fearure allo ws a smgle
let you attach scripts to objects. In lnterleaf 5, the program
document to have more than one set of folios.
doesn't care if attributes are data or LISP code, and Interleaf
• PMtScript color output. The spot color facility ofTPS 4 .0,
has brought the object attributes out to the user interface.
which created spot color separations, has been extended to
For the user, the ability to create attributes easily can be
allow the printing of all, or some, layers on PostScript color
quite handy. An obvious applic?tion i.s assigning levels of
printers, such as the QMS ColorScript.
security to objects and then selectively dlsplaymg or suppress·
ing dements according to their security level. But, in ~other • Exte1"Ml referenus UJ imRfJes. Images may now be included
by reference without pasting them into the document, a
example, an educator might create a test that had questions of
feature that saves disk space and is useful when images are
different degrees of difficulty, with answers that arc also gIVen
attributes. The instructor could use one document to produce
created by someone other than the author.
several different tests, with or without the answers shown. • Extended. search and. replRce. The search and replace is now
Other programs allow the usc of conditional variables, but few
case sensitive and has a robust set of wildcards .
offer such a fluid interface for invoking the feature .
• Authllri"IJ suppurt. The keyboard is completely user-modiBut the real power of Interleaf 5 is that LISP code may
fiable in all Interleaf 5-based products, so you can map your
be attached to objects as an attribute. For example, Interlcaf
favorite actions to whatever key you like. The macro facility
is now able to create and activate hypertext 1ink.s within a
of Interlcaf 5 enables authors to not only save keystrokes and
document, as attributes. (In its Optical Publishing Software,
mouse clicks to keyboard combinations but also to attach
introduced in 1989, it creates hypertext 1ink.s from tokens
scripts to keys . XyWrite has a similar capability, and we fmd
embedded in an output file .) The attribute of a link to another
it an invaluable time-saver.
document actually contains a LISP script for opening that • ImJmrPed hyphen4tilm control. You can now specify the
document and scrolling to the link destination. ArborText has
number of letters that may precede or follow a hyphen. The
done this in a similar fashion in its current version of The
minimum number of letters in a hyphenated word remains
Publisher, and it is quite attractive for those that create a
fixed at 5.
library of electronic documents.
• ImJmrPed. lelUli"IJ control. Leading may be specified as
baseline to baseline, and you may enter negative leading
Interactive equation editor. The command·driven equa·
values. As before, leading is in hundredths of a point.
tion editor of TPS 4.0 has been upgraded to an "interactive
editor" in which special characters arc keyed from the keyboard
Compatibility with other versions. Every software venor pulled off popup menus. Although it is possible to map any
dor offers some. son of migration path for converting d~
keyboard character to any special or math character, Interleaf
ments created 10 old versions into new versions of their
is not supplying a default mapping for math, a feature we'd like
software, but oftentimes they neglect to offer a downward
to sec added. In our brief look at Interleaf 5, it appears that
translation . We are glad to see Imerleafhas included a "conven
this package is not as slick as the equation editors of
to previous" feature that convens Interleaf 5 documents to
FrameMaker and The Publisher, but without question it will
make Interleaf 5 a more attractive authoring tool for those who TPS .4.0 or Interleaf Publisher (for Mac or pc) format . In
addition, when converting documents from older versions to
write a lot of math .
the new, the user has the option of freezing composition ~o
Other featurea. The other new features may be more that when opened 10 Interleaf 5 the document will retalD
exactly the same line endings and pagination.
subtle, but some arc significant:
• "C"",puted. components." Interleaf 5 will generate content
within components based on other components. For examPackaging a product
ple, it could extract the content of heads in body text into
running heads or feet.
• IlI~s palette. Some Interleaf 5 packages will sport a Unlike past Interleaf products Interleaf 5 is not a single
new palette of drawing tools that eliminate the need to use product. The core technology ~ay be packaged in a variety of
popup, cascading menus to create and manipulate objects. ways to fit different requirements . Interleaf sees three types of
products· h '
I
' .
. d t
Even though Interlcaf built intelligence into its menus so end-user
. OfiZOnta apphcatlons, which are aune a
b d
a roa class of Users much like TPS or Interlcaf publisher;
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Vertical-market prodacta. This is the Professional
Writer software configured for creating Aircraft Maintenance Manuals. The writer's menus are prcconfigurcd
with components appropriate to the application.

All_teet tad< eanIa. This is another example of
active document technology married to Interlcaf>. Relational Dautbasc Manager. In the foreground is the
attribute list of a component of the job instruction
car<J- list of instructions for maintaining an aircraft.
Much of the card is filled in automatically by linking it
to a daubase of product information.

,
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vertical-market applications, which arc general packages tailored to specific industries and applications; and cus~omer
specific ones, such as develope~ for Grumman. Honzontal
applications will be sold prunarily by the direct sales force,
with help from deals with hardware manufacturers. The
vertical market packages will be offered by VARs and by select
Interlcaf sales people trained in that application. The customerspecific products arc sold and developed by Interleaf's system
integration division, which is curre~t1y the fastest-growmg
portion of the company. Where applicable, Interleaf develops
vertical-market products as offShoots of custom work.

Horizontal appUc:ations. At the Conference, Interleaf
showcased six general-purpose packages built from Interleaf 5 .
All rely on the core TPS engine, but with different capabilities
that reflect their primary purposes:
• Passport. A general-pu~e compound dcx:un:ent edi~or
designed for everyday use 10 the office, Passpon IS much like
TPS but with the addition of the active-document technology and without some .o.f the ad~anced fearures (tabl~,
equations, gray-scale editing, reVISion control, etc.). Initially, it will be offered with Interleaf's user interface.
Broader success may be more likely next year, when Interleaf
introduces Open Look and Motif versions, pitting this
Interleaf 5 product against FrameMaker, which is now
available on more than 20 different Unix workstations.
Passpon will lack some of the features of FrarneMaker, but
it may offcr some that Frame lacks, such as Imcrleaf's
graphics and charting facilities .
• InterleafEngi'leer. Similar to Passpon, this package adds the
table and equation editors and the Methods Toolkit (described. below) .
• ProfessWnal Writer. In addition to the features of Passpon,
this package offers revision tracking, the optional Houghton
Mifflin Writer's Helper (described below), hypenext links, live
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links to lotuS 1-2-3 and other applications and configurable
keyboards for emulating other word processors.

• Interleaf IUustr4tor. Interleaf's graphics editors are no substitute for Auto-trol or InterCAP systems, but they arc
better suited to creating nontechnical drawings, such as
flow-chartS, viewgraphs and diagrams. Adobe has poned
Illustrator to DEC workstations, but as yet the market for
Unix general-purpose illustration tools is wide open. Interleaf's Illustrator is Passpon plus all of Interleaf's graphics
capabilitics--drawing, gray-scale and line-art image manipulation, graphic text, the new graphic style sheets and a
palette interface as an alternative to the popup cascading
menus.
• Interletif Production. This is the full-blown package that
includes all of Interleaf 5's functionality. As with the other
packages, it may be extended and tailored thsough the use
of LISP scripts.
• lnterleaf A&IUlemic. Containing all of Interleaf Production,
plus the Methods Toolkit, this packagc is available free to
accredited collcges and universities in the U.S. and Canada.
All of these products may be extended by uSP scripts.
Those customers who buy a product with a toolkit will have
complete access to all of the software's components. Those
who buy a subset of the engine may upgrade to receive more
functionality .
Interleaf expects all of these packages to be available by
the end of the year. When we prepared this article, Interleaf
was still fmalizing the pricing. We expect it to range from
about S2,4OO to SI6,000, but we will report the actual
numbers as they arc made available.
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AdIn docamCllta at work. Thi& engineering change
order ia an Interleaf document, but ita fiddJ arc tinud
to a databue. Checking the approval box automatically
brings in the digitized signature and date. Accepting with
condition. prompts the user to cnta the condition DOtes.
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Vertical market appllcatiolUl. lnterleaf 5 also makes
possible the building of a special product for niche markets,
and Interleaf has already developed ones for aerospace and for
Amoco, which will be used in petroleum engineering. (We
described its work with Amoco in our coverage from Seybold
Seminars, Vol. 19, No. 14.) In addition to these markets,
lnterleaf announced its intention to develop vertical applica.
tions for phannaceuticals, computer-aided software engineering (CASE) and automobile manufacturers.
Of these, the aerospace market is getting the most
attention. Intcrleaf has set up a business unit, led by Larry
Bohn, specificaUy to address contracts that demand compliance
with the guidelines of the Air Transport Association (ATA, the
airlines) and the Aerospace Industry Association (AlA, the
manufacrurers). The unit has mushroomed to 22 people in just
six months, and not just in anticipation of orders. lnterleaf has
already won contracts with America West, Eastern and, most
recently, TWA. It also has won contracts with suppliersCanadair, Boeing, Gnurunan and Saab.
ATA clemo. At the conference, lnterleaf demonstrated an
application developed for an airline and since "productized"
for use at other airlines and aircraft suppliers. The application
helps finns automate the process of producing documents that
comply with the Airline Transport Association (ATA) guidelines.
The first application is an engineering change order
(ECO), a document that is created in response to changes in
equipment. TypicaUy, the manufacturer or airline has one
person whose job is to obtain approvals for the ECO and
coordinate any requested changes. The approval cycle usuaUy
involves several people fro~ diR.'erent departments. The change
order m~st ~ routed (typlcaUy m h:u-d copy) to various people
for notification, approval or aCtIon, and the coordinator
compiles aU of the changes into the new release of the ECO.

10

B_ leYel .~ aU platforau. The PC (shown here)
and Mac versions of Intcrlcaf 5 will offer the same
functionality as the Unix ones.

Interleaf developed a product in which the entirc uscr interface
that the engineer deals with for an ECO is a foml that he fills
out. The Interleaf 5-based product uses Intcrlcaf 's Relational
Document Manager to generate an active Intcrleaf document
from fields in the RDM database. Because of its ability to
attach scripts to menu items and fields in a document, Interleaf
is able to do such things as automaticaUy fill in certain fields
of the ECO when others arc entered (enter part number, get
part name); verity the validity of certain fields (entered value
must meet certain criteria or user is prompted whether value
is correct); and automaticaUy route the ECO when it is
finished. After being routed, the same document can fmd and
place in itself a digitized signature when someone in the chain
gives approval. Yet the interface for everyone who interacts
with the ECO is a self-contained fonn that is a document (see
photo) .
A sin1ilar application is the job instruction card, which
teUs the maintenance person what specific tasks are required in
a maintenance procedure. Today, some finns create these task
cards by photocopying parts of the manual and pasting them
togetl1er into an instruction card. In lnterleaf's sofrware, the
maintenance infonnation from which instructions are extracted
is kept as a catalog of data files that is tracked in RDM. The
header fields that identity the card are also tracked in Oracle.
The sofrware automaticaUy retrieves the header infonnation
and maintenance instructions, based on the task number( s).
Graphics associated with tasks are automaticaUy made available
for placement within the card. Thus, the entire process is
automated, resulting in a compound electronic document that
may be made available in hard copy or electronic fonn.
lnterleaf has also developed an aerospace-specific version
of ProfessIOnal Writer to help authors create aircraft maintenance manuals. (Some airlines republish their own, based on
me manuals supplied by the manufacturer; others have the
manufacturer do it for them under contract.) The manual itself
desc~lbcs aU of the maintenance procedures, following the
nan1mg and numbering conventions established by the airline
mdustry. Interleaf took these names and numbers and added
them to the standard menus, so that when a writer begins a
new task, It may be created by picking its part number or
descnptlon from the menu. The sofrware then auromaticaUy
mserts both me item selected and its corresponding name or
number, checks their validity through RDM and inserts them
m the document. Although it was not shown, presumably it
would be poSSible to further constrain the menus to show only
the appropriate subtasks within any given task.

G~ example. An example of a customer-specific
~pplicatlon m which the interface is configured for a customer
~ me Portable Maintenance Aid (PMA), developed by
rumman, also demonstrated at the Conference.
Grumman's PMA is a rugged, laptop computer designed
by Grumm~ . It is based on a Sparc processor, but it is
speclaUy buIlt to ~.ithstand severe operating conditions r~
qUired for some military systems. The PMA runs Unix and IS

equipped with electronic manuals created in InterIcaf 5. The
PMA plugs into the data bus of a military vehicle and
downloads infonnation directly from me weapon system's
computer. Maintenance technicians, interacting with the PMA
through InterIeaf-created documents, press on-screen buttons
ro view step- by-step repair instructions. Scarmed-in maintenance manuals are also available and arc retrieved by
activating hypertext hot buttons .
In mis case, me end user docs not employ Interleaf 's
popup menus at aU . The entire interface is a programmable
document that contains "hot wnes." Activating a wne initiates
a behind-the-scenes script that brings the appropriate information to the screen.
Texas Instruments, another lnterleaf 5 customer, demonstrated what it caUs the Table Object Population Systems, an
application of Interleaf 5 that fills in, or "populates," tables
within data sheets with infonnation pulled from a product
database. TI expects me system to reduce by as much as 40%
the rime it takes to produce documentation about its semiconductors.

Developer's toolkit
In addition ro selling end-user solutions, Interlcaf is embarking
on a new venture. For the first rime, it is entering the
programming market with a toolkit for building applications.
Just as computer language vendors offer toolkits for creating,
compiling and debugging applications written in that language
(e, Pascal, etc.), lnterleaf is selling a toolkit for building,
debugging and rurming a publishing program. The difference
is that its toolkit includes an incredibly robust engine that
provides WYSIWYG editing of text and graphics, h&j, pagination, font scaling and rasterizing, translators-in short, everything you need to create a programmable compound document
editor.
Unlike vendors that license source code ro which users
add extensions (typicaUy in C), Interleaf aUows extensions
imiependent of the source code. We believe this is a significant plus
for developers. It means that they can develop applicationspecific solutions that. do not have to be retooled, .debu~ed
and recompiled each time Interleaf updates. part of Its engme.
LISP-based extensions arc executed at run-tm1e; they need not
be precompiled code. Yet these extensions can do anything
from simple macros that may be represented as Icons (much
like Windows 3.0) to interacting with omer programs (databases, spreadsheets, scientific measuring equipment).

Interleaf
10 Canal Park
Cambridge, MA 02141
(617) 577-9800
fax: 494-4826

At this rime, the toolkit is intended for independent
developers (such as academics) , OEMs, sophisticated end users
and for use by lnterIeaf itself.
Various support levels. Because it wants ro encourage
enthusiasts, lnterleaf felt it was in1perative to offer the toolkit
inexpensively to hackers who are not necessarily developers
with lots of cash. Thus, it is offering the Methods Toolkit-the
full software toolkit and documentation, but without support-for much less than the Developer's version. (As we said
above, it is free ro the academic market.) When they run into
trouble, those who do not have a support contract will be able
to buy support from lnterleaf on an hourly basis.
For more fonnal developers or VARs, lnterleaf is offering
me Developer's Toolkit, with documentation, training and
support, at a higher price. Obviously, developers choosing that
option will be given a higher level of support than those who
try it on their own.

Third-party products
In today's market, the success of any programming language
or toolkit depends on application sofrware, particularly software written by vendors or users other than the toolkit
supplier.
lnterleaf has always enjoyed a strong relationship with
vendors of engineering-related sofrware. With lntcrleaf 5, it
hopes to extend its parmerships to other areas as well. At its
press conference, about a dozen or so third-party vendors were
on hand ro armounce their support.
Houghton Mifflin introduced Writer's Helper, a package
for lnterleaf 5 that includes Houghton Mifflin's CorrectSpeli
spelling checker, online American Heritage dictionary and
Roger's Thesaurus and CorrecText, HM's grammar checker. The
11
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dictionary includes deftnitions, so you can look up words by
their meaning. It will also show anagrams.
Xerox announced a cooperative marketing agreement
whereby the two companies will recommend each other's
productS. For Interleaf, this means being able to offer the new
DocuTech Production Publisher, a high.speed Xerox printer
(see story IRter in this issue for derails). For Xerox, it means being
~ble to offer Interlcaf software-an interesting move considermg Xerox's recent introduction of GlobalView-the porting of
its ViewPoint software to Sun hardware.
Apple was present to offer its support in anticipation of
th.e new Mac Interleaf 5 next year. Presumably, that product
Will take fuU advantage of the new features in System 7.
. In .addition, there were companies that represent specific
applications:
• Cadre, .IDE, Lockheed and the Software Productivity
ConsortIUm announced support for Interleaf with their
computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools.
• Lotus was happy. that Interleaf will support live links to
Lotus 1-2-3, version 3. The links will even support values
attached to them (e,g., if greater than 5, then gct data).
• ffiM endorsed Interlcaf in conjunction with its CASE tools
for the RS-6000.
• Database Publishing introduced an SQL database product
that links Interleaf 5 to databases.
• Design Automation stated its intent to support Interleaf
with its petroleum engineering software.

Conclusion
In its seven-year history, Interleaf has earned a reputation for
t~c~ological innovations ~at have redeftned elearonic publishing. For several years, It has been the dominant player in
~e compound dOCW?em editor market, and it still has a larger
mstaUed base on Urux ~orks~ations than any other publishing
vendor. But Interle~ s vl~lon of ~coming the COrporate
standard for elcctrOruc publishmg-wlth corporations buyin
a turnkey Imerleaf system for every desk-has been blurred b~
the success of mass-market software such as PageMaker and
Ve~tura, which offer some of the same features . And in the
Urux m.arket~ It faces stiff competition from FrameMaker and
a growmg list of new competitors (DECwrite, ArborText's
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The Publisher and, soon, Ventura). In anticipatio n, Interleaf
left the turnkey system business a year ago, and it now relies
solely on software and services for revenues. The transition has
been difficult, but Interleaf has proven that it is no has-been.
Its software sales alone this year have matched its turnkey sales
of last year.
Interleaf 5 continues Interleaf 's traditio n of unbridled
innovation. Believing that the value of merging text and
graphics would diminish as that ability becomes commonplace
in less-expensive, mass-market products, Interleaf has moved
on to new, uncharted territory, creating a new type of
publishing application (the programmable compound document editor) and in active documents redefming what is meant
by an e~ectronic ~ocusnent. Without question, the publishing
market IS begmrung to look beyond the problems of merging
text and graphics to a new set of problems, such as document
~agement, database-oriented publishing and content-based
raneval. In .these areas, Interleaf is not without competition.
ArborText mtroduced programmable objects a year ago.
DatalOgICS has been hard at work integrating Pager with
Oracle an~ SGML-t~gged databases. Digital has an agreement
WIth Venty to bnng content-based retrieval to aU of its
produas running on a network. But regardless of its fate,
Interleaf 5 has Opened up a whole new realm of possibilities,
and by populanzm.g the concept of active documents, will
almost surely leave Its mark on the industry.
Interleaf 5 IS also a foremost example of extendible
software that enables clever end users or system integrators to
ne a publishin~ package with other programs. The use of
Quark Xprcss. m the newspaper industry is the best-known
cx~te of this trend. Interleaf 5 is the first product designed
SpeCI cally to address these emerging issues and it does so in
a way that goes ~ar beyond any previous pr~uct.
ksWha~ remams is for Interleaf to prove that Interleaf 5
w°ftwr , an that the company can thrive in its new role of
so are d e v e l o p e r ·
aI
multimillion-d
cum system mtegrator. It has won sever
· all d
r ollar contractS based on its technology, and
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HE AN NUAL Dunn Technology Lasers in Graphics
Conference was started twelve years ago when direct
laser exposure of printing plates was all the rage. It
evolved over time into a conference focused o n high-end
digital colo r systems and the concerns of high-end color trade
shops.
With aU of the turmoil in the color market this year, we
went to Lasers in Graphics to get a perspective on how the
collision between "high-end" and "low-end" color systems
looks from the perspective of the LIG attender.
This year's conference (now officially caUed Lasers in
GraphicslElectronic Design in Print) was held September 9-13
at the Disney World Hotel in Orlando, Florida. As with past
LIG events, the majority of the attenders were vendors rather
than users. The vendors who come tend to be those who serve
the color trade shop market. NaturaUy, the users who come
tend to be color printers and color trade shops.
The simplest way to characterize this audience may be to
say that while the typical person at a Seybold Conference
thinks of PostScript as an output imaging language, the Dunn
participant is more apt to think of PostScript as an i7'PUt data
format.

Program evolution. LIG used to be known for its vendorsponsored panies. Vendors paid for the refreshments at breaks
between sessions. Vendors sponsored lavish evening parties (at
which most of the attenders worked for competitors) . A good
time was had by aU.
The parties have largely been replaced with evening
working sessions, and many of the hard-sell pitches for
particular productS have been replaced with incredibly technical presentations. People now come to Lasers in Graphics to
work.
As in the past few years, the program is mostly triplctracked, with sessions running in each track that appeared to
be of equal interest to repro houses. Like most people, we
tended to jump around a bit, sampling different sessions and
staying for the ones that appeared to be most interesting.

r-~tlon.

Mark Walter

Partielpants. As noted above, the audience consists of a

,
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large number of equipment vendors, some number of important high-end users and a smaU number of Macintosh usersalthough many of the high-end shops now receive input data
from Macintoshes.
One major shortcoming of LIG is the omission of Scitex,
both from the podium and from the audience. Dunn Technology and Scitex had a major disagreement at an LIG conference
a few years ago; it appears that this quarrel hasn't been patched
up. As a result, we heard little of Scitcx at the high end of the
market and nothing of products such as Handshake as a data
transfer standard. In that light, the conference appeared

somewhat biased and suffered from the omission of established
market standards.
In contrast, many key technical staff members from both
Crosfteld and Hell attended, recognizing this conference as a
good opportunity to meet with many of their key customers.

Standards. Tom Dunn, the president of Dunn Technology,
has been the prime mover behind the DDES (Digital Data
Exchange Standard) for tranSferring color images between
competitive, noncompatible systems. It now is known as ANSI
(American National Standards Institute) standard ITS. Dunn
also is a key force in the continuing development of this
standard.
LIG is where much of the planning for the development
of ITS takes place. In that sense, LIG is very much a standards
conference, but only in the sense of the development of
mutuaUy agreed-upon and discussed ANSI standards, and of
their possible development intO ISO (International Standards
Organization) standards.
As an organization, Dunn Technology is against the
growth of tk facto standards and favors bringing such standards
under an ANSI or ISO umbrella. It also strongly supports the
growth of accepted standards to prevent the adoption of tk
facto ones.

The desktop issue
The Conference is in fact two concurrent conferences: Lasers
in Graphics and Electronic Design in Print. The latter event
covers the linking of preprcss color systems with clients'
systems, which usuaUy arc design systems. In this respect, there
is an element of the modem (usuaUy Macintosh) system at the
Conference, but it generally is viewed only a means of
inputting data into the high-end system, rather than as a total
system in its own right.
Editable PoctScript. As we noted above, at a Lasers in
Graphics Conference PostScript is regarded as an input
language to a high-end color system, whereas at a Seybold
event PostScript is regarded as a fmal output language for
driving both monochrome and color imagesctters. In this
light, one of the hot topics at Lasers in Graphics this year was
a demand for editable PostScript. People sec a need for this
when PostScript data is input via a converter-such as Scitcx
VIP, Hell ScriptMaster or Crosfidd StudioLink-to a highend system.
Repro shops arc increasingly interested in editing these
ftles to make late changes. Since the ftle they get is in
PostScript format-not Xprcss, PageMaker, IUustrator or
some other format-it can't be edited.

